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Seyfarth Shaw
Implementing Wilson Proforma Tracker to Automate
and Visualise Each Stage of the Billing Workflow
With more than 900 lawyers across 16 offices, Seyfarth Shaw LLP provides advisory, litigation, and
transactional legal services to clients worldwide. For 75 years, the firm has upheld a commitment to excellence
and innovation, which extends beyond the practice of law to how it runs its business. This includes the
technology the firm employs to manage operations, such as its financial systems.
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Proforma Tracker already works with
Elite Enterprise and 3E, and integration
with Aderant Expert software is planned,

In its search for a solution, Seyfarth’s
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Ban adds. “Our experiences through
those conversions and other custom
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positive, so we felt comfortable choosing
a vendor we knew and trusted.”
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“A top advantage of Wilson Proforma Tracker is that it adds
a clear workflow to the proforma process. It gives people a
distinct list of items to work on, which makes it clear what
is outstanding and what is with someone else.”
Moe Ban, Financial Systems Manager, Seyfarth
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By March, the software was installed,
and testing began. Its first pilot users
were live with the software by late April/
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on edits, saving time and effort when
preparing invoices.
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Overall, the project is viewed as a
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Enabling remote work by
digitising processes

what is with someone else,” Ban says.
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“Gaining this visibility, being able to report

Ban sees the team at Wilson Allen

early May. From there, the firm added
users, focusing on one office at a time.
For training, Seyfarth provided reference
guides and created several short videos
to demonstrate different processes. It
also offered remote group training via
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software has been developed by people

“The software has been developed by people who clearly understand the
proforma process. But it’s the people at Wilson Allen who helped us move
everything along. They’re very competent and were great to work with.”
Moe Ban, Financial Systems Manager, Seyfarth
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